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General Information

Token Thin Film Chips Add Powerful New Options
Token electronics provides the industry’s most comprehensive range of precision thin film technologies for discrete, network, and integrated passive components used in instrumentation; automotive electronics; communications systems; and portable electronics applications. Ultra-reliable precision Nichrome resistive elements are available on ceramic or silicon substrates in a wide variety of surface mount resistors.

In response to market demands for increased precision and stability, Token has expanded range of nichrome thin-film chip resistors. Offering solutions to precision test and measurement and voltage regulation across industrial, military and medical monitoring equipment markets designed to offer superior humidity performance.

Token Thick Film Chips Cut the Cost of Precision Resistors
Token electronics has developed an extensive range of thick film / thin film resistive technologies for electronic circuits in power supplies; test and measurement; industrial electronics; telecommunications; audio circuits; automotive control systems; lighting controls; medical electronics; industrial equipment; and control systems applications.

In addition to this, proven thick film technologies from Token electronics provide a large range of standard resistive low Ohmic current sense products for critical battery management, and line termination. The enhanced performance of the chips is made possible by the precise use of the best resistance inks and a closely controlled production process.

Token Chip Low Ohmic Resistors come in Smaller Sizes and Minimized Power Consumption
Today’s electronic devices are becoming smaller and smaller. As a result, designers are moving more towards surface mount components not only for new designs but also to design out large axial and other through-hole resistors.

In most cases this is a straight forward task as several resistor manufacturers offer chip resistors with performances to match axial parts. However in some cases, due to power rating or pulse withstanding requirements, this has been impossible. The requirement, in particular, for pulse withstand capability is growing due to the need to protect sensitive modern electronic systems. To meet this demand Token electronics have designed a Pulse Withstanding Chip Resistor (PWR Series).